NEWS RELEASE
Associated Engineering acquires NOR-EX Engineering

Merger adds proven capabilities in ice engineering and disaster recovery services
Edmonton, Alberta --- December 19, 2017 --- Associated Engineering is pleased to announce the acquisition of
NOREX Engineering, effective immediately.
Together, we will continue to provide services to help communities and businesses to build and maintain critical
infrastructure, and improve resiliency in the face of a changing climate. Associated Engineering and NOREX
Engineering are committed to remaining the consultant of choice and trusted advisors for clients.
“This is an exciting opportunity for both companies. With Al Fitzgerald, Dana Woodworth, and the team from
NOREX Engineering, we now have significant expertise in ice engineering and disaster recovery that
complements our capabilities in engineering, planning, and environmental science, and will contribute to growing
our business,” says Kerry Rudd, President & CEO of Associated Engineering.
As specialists in ice engineering, disaster recovery, disaster risk reduction, and community resiliency, NOREX
Engineering provides comprehensive design, operational planning, risk management, and project management
services.
“We specifically chose to merge with Associated Engineering, because we share similar goals and values,” says
Dana Woodworth, Vice President & General Manager of NOREX Engineering. “Associated Engineering is
passionate about building better communities, that are sustainable and resilient, and support economic growth.”
Dana recently served as the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo’s Recovery Team Leader for the Recovery
Task Force, following the devastating 2016 Fort McMurray Wildfire. As Managing Director of the Alberta
Emergency Management Agency, he led the province’s response to the 2011 Slave Lake Wildfire, and as Deputy
Minister of Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development, Dana led the environmental
remediation approach for the 2013 Southern Alberta Flood and all wildfire operations in Alberta.
About Associated Engineering
Associated Engineering is an employee-owned, Canadian consulting firm with a 70-year history of providing
uncompromising, client-focussed service. With more than 900 staff in 21 offices across Canada, we provide
expertise in planning, engineering, environmental science, and landscape architecture. Our commitment to client
satisfaction, technical excellence, and innovation has resulted in national and international recognition, including
twice winning the Schreyer Award, the highest award for Canadian consulting engineers.
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